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Meme coins, a type of cryptocurrency that are often inspired by internet memes, characters, or
trends, are quite common in crypto space. Most meme coins offer humor, while without meaningful
benefits or services. Under this circumstance, the new meme coin project Oracle Meme emerged.

Oracle Meme is created to innovate and completely transform the crypto market. The presale event
is scheduled to start on May 27, 2024, marking a pivotal moment for meme coin enthusiasts and the
broader crypto community. Then, what is Oracle Meme (OMEME) Coin? Is it a good investment in
2024? In this article, we will take a close look at this meme coin project.
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are interested, you can start your crypto trading journey by signing up for BTCC.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC
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What is Oracle Meme (OMEME)?

Oracle Meme ($OMEME) emerges as an emerging meme coin project that comes with advanced AI
capabilities. With a goal of becoming the leading meme coin ecosystem by leveraging the power of
community, creativity, and blockchain technology, Oracle Meme ($OMEME) is expected to redefine
the meme coin landscape by form and function in its ecosystem.

To achieve its goal, the team of Oracle Meme ($OMEME) introduces a range of innovative tools and
platforms to revolutionize how memes are created, distributed, and monetized. This project is built
on a foundation of transparency, user engagement, and technological advancement, offering a
unique opportunity for users and investors alike.

Oracle Meme Key Features and Innovations

According to the ORACLE whitepaper, the team is developing tools and platforms to make this
project an ultimate destination for meme creators, investors and enthusiasts. Distributed across the
roadmap phases, these features and innovations are already capturing the crypto community’s
attention. They include:

Meme AI Generator: acutting-edge tool that will make it easier and simpler for users to
create meme coins, featuring AI-powered suggestions, customize options and seamless sharing
capabilities.
Meme Coin Generator: With just a few clicks, this platform enablesusers to create their own
meme coins effortlessly, regardless of technical knowledge.
Meme Layer-2 Network: alayer-2 solution, ORACLE CHAIN, that creates a more scalable and
low-cost transaction platform for all meme coins.
Meme Launchpad: aplatform for launching new meme coins and projects. It will offer an
early opportunity for Oracle Meme holders to invest.
Meme Wallet: acentralized hub for users to keep all their meme coins conveniently in one
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place.

Aiming to become a hub for meme coin lovers, Oracle Meme also plans to introduce more concepts
and products in alignment with the dynamic trends in the market.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC

Oracle Meme (OMEME) Tokenomics

In terms of Oracle Meme (OMEME) Tokenomics, Oracle Meme’s allocation strategy is designed to
foster the platform’s long-term growth. Specially, investors can start staking their tokens right from
the presale stage to earn attractive rewards.

Oracle Meme Tokenomics Information sets as below:

Ticker: OMEME

Type: Utility-token

Token supply: 50,000,000,000 OMEME

Token distribution:

Presale – 40%
Staking Rewards – 20%
Liquidity Pool – 15%
Marketing and Partnerships – 10%
Development Fund – 10%
Community Fund – 5%
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Oracle Meme Presale

The presale is schedule to start on May 27, and the presale will happen on Ethereum, Polygon or
BNB Chain.

The exclusive early investment gateway will allow investors to grab the token for heavily discounted
prices. Prior to the presale launch, the project has been focusing on building its community. If you
are interested in this meme coin, all you need to do is connect your wallet to the presale widget and
send ETH, BNB, MATIC or USDT to reserve $OMEME tokens.

Note: the stake reward is 107% annual return (APY), which means once you buy the token,
you can immediately start earning a passive income from it.

＼Deposit and Receive Up to 10,055 USDT!／

Click Here To Sign Up For BTCC

Is Oracle Meme a Good Investment in 2024?

The future outlook for Oracle Meme remains to be seen. However, Oracle Meme’s unique packaging
of meme coin and AI crypto elements hints at strong price action on the token launch.  The project is
expected to compete for top meme coin rankings this year.

A staunch community is key to the success of a meme coin project, and Oracle Meme has succeeded
in laying the foundation for social media engagement.Undoubtedly, Oracle Meme will definitely be a
coin attracting great attention from crypto enthusiasts, especially during and after the upcoming
presale. However, as a cryptocurrency, Oracle Meme (OMEME) is quite volatile in nature, all
investors are highly advised to do profound research and stay well-informed before making any
investment decision regarding this meme coin Oracle Meme (OMEME).
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